1. **Name of club (Name of Institute)**- Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati University, Ajmer

2. **Email Id**- ebsbmdsu@gmail.com

3. **Name of Club coordinator (Teacher)**- Prof Arvind Pareek

4. **Mobile no. of Club coordinator (Teacher)** - 9414389584

5. **Name of Club coordinator (Student)**- Rounak Choudhary

6. **Mobile no. of Club coordinator (Student)**- 9829444212

7. **Activity-2**

   a) **Name of Activity**- Classes to teach Language of paired State

   b) **Date**- 27 January 2020

   c) **Brief Description of Activity**- A session was organized at Department of Environmental Science, Mdsu Ajmer for Teaching of some common and daily used words in Assamese language. A total of 75 students attended this session, Prof Arvind Pareek **Club coordinator (Teacher)** and dr Lara Sharma from Department of Yogic Sciences introduced words from assamese language and students were assigned to use these words in their daily life and to learn new words.
d) Selected Photos-